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Library meets didactics: 
Collaboration on OE teacher 
training

EPIC, 31 May 2022
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Who are we 

Martijn Blikmans
University Library

Frederiek van Rij
Education Support and Innovation
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Who are you?
› Go to pollev.com/frederiek
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Today’s goals
› Get a look behind the scenes of organizing and facilitating workshops 

for teachers with a focus on combining didactics and technology in 
open education

› Understand the specifics of implementation of OER competency 
framework and pedagogy in developing OE teacher training by 
library specialists and didactic experts

› Translate and apply lessons learned from our collaborative setting in 
OE teacher training to their own institutional initiatives in this area
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What are open educational resources (OER)
› Learning, teaching and research materials in any format and medium 

that reside in the public domain or are under copyright that have been 
released under an open license, that permit no-cost access, re-use, 
re-purpose, adaptation and redistribution by others. 
(UNESCO Recommendation on OER; 2019)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:OER Global Logo 2012 J. Mello, licensed under CC BY.5 Rs concept adapted from Defining the "Open" in Open Content and Open Educational Resources, by David Wiley, CC BY 4.0.5 Rs image from The University of Iowa Libraries�

http://portal.unesco.org/en/ev.php-URL_ID=49556&URL_DO=DO_TOPIC&URL_SECTION=201.html
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Training teachers - key skills
› OER are incredibly varied, adaptable, plentiful

› Framework of competencies
› Familiarity 
› Searching
› Using 
› Creating
› Sharing

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Why use OER? image adapted from the video "Open Educational Resources" by Myroslava Zhuk/RUG, licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.OER’s Trainers Guide image adapted from the book “OER’s Trainers Guide” by the International Organisation of La Francophonie (IOF); graphic design by Marie Bellando-Mitjans, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.

https://unesdoc.unesco.org/ark:/48223/pf0000266161
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Crucial cooperation
› Skill training requires skilled trainers

▪ The what and where of OER → technical know-how
▪ The how and why of OER → teaching know-how

› Solution: combine different departments’ strengths
▪ Technical knowledge → Library
▪ Teaching knowledge → Education support

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Image Support by Andrei Yushchenko from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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Workshop set-up
› Translate competencies into topics

Competency Topics Specialist

Familiarity Definitions, copyright, CC licenses Library

Searching Search engines, databases, quality criteria Library

Using Course design, adopting and adapting OER Education Support

Creating Course design, Open pedagogy Education Support

Sharing Licensing and sharing portals Library

› Preparatory assignment to consider the role of OER in their course

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
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Familiarity and searching with OER
› Defining (boundaries of) OER
› Copyright versus CC licenses
› Provide databases and quality criteria for OER

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Images adapted from the presentation "OER webinar teachers" by Mira Buist-Zhuk & Frederiek van Rij/RUG, licensed under CC BY-NC-SA 4.0.“Free/open” image from the NEBHE webinar presentation “Leveraging OER During Covid 19”, licensed under CC-BY-SA 4.0.Image from OER Basics by Kelsey Smith, licensed CC BY 4.0.Image “Types of Creative Commons licenses” by UNESCO-UNEVOC is licensed under CC 0 (Public domain).Rating by dmitri13 from flaticon.comCreative Commons icons from creativecommons.org

https://edusources.nl/en/
https://www.oercommons.org/
http://www.merlot.org/
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Using OER - Course Design
› Course learning outcomes as starting point
› Highlight planning and preparation

› Advice to start small

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Image adapted from “On the Exploration of Effective OER Practice and Pedagogical Benefits in Online Course Design and Delivery”,�by Grace Zhou Seo and Jingrong Pearl Xie, University of Missouri System, licensed under CC BY-SA 4.0.Printable OER Course Planning TemplateImage adopt, adapt, create, combine adapted from "An Introduction to Open Educational Resources" by Abbey Elder, licensed under CC BY 4.0.
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Using/creating OER - Implementation
› Implementation strategies

▪ Adopt & adapt
▪ Open pedagogy

› Didactic concerns
▪ Have students’ learning experience

in mind

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Image adopt, adapt, create, combine adapted from "An Introduction to Open Educational Resources" by Abbey Elder, licensed under CC BY 4.0."Human brain illustrated with millions of small nerves" by Ars Electronica is licensed under CC BY-NC-ND 4.0 / A derivative from the original work.

https://sites.google.com/rug.nl/biopsychologyinterdisciplinary/home
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Sharing OER
› Getting a license

› Sharing it online: SURFsharekit 

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Creative commons icons from creativecommons.orgLink by Freepik from flaticon.comCC chooser logo from creativecommons.orgSURFsharekit logo from surfsharekit.nlOER Commons logo from oercommons.orgMERLOT logo from merlot.orgC

https://edusources.nl/en/
https://www.oercommons.org/
https://www.merlot.org/merlot/index.htm
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Effectiveness of workshop
› Self-reported and behavioural change

› Know how to spot, find and evaluate OER, know ways how to 
implement in classroom.

› Creation of multiple OER
▪ Open reader
▪ Open textbook
▪ Sharing of syllabi

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Introduction to Academic Research by Sander van Lanen from edusources.nl, licensed under CC-BY-NC-SA 4.0Settlement of International Disputes by Mando Rachovitsa from edusource.nl, licensed under CC-BY 4.0
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Lessons learned: organizing an OER workshop

Crucial 
cooperation

Proactive and 
timely 

communication

Use of teaching 
space/platform

Extend
information

Goal and 
boundary 

setting

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Adapted image Support by Andrei Yushchenko from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.Adapted image setting a goal by Gan Khoon Lay from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.Adapted image distribution channel by Eucalyp from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.Adapted image Laptop by B. Agustín Amenábar Larraín from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.Adapted image Extend by Mello from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.Additional information:Crucial cooperation information specialists and didactic expertsBroad workshops require clear goal and boundary settingNot every target group’s needs can be metNot every detail needs to be communicated in the workshopProactive and timely communication with concrete handholds are keyMake use of as many channels as possibleProvide inspiring examples and sources to find OERMake use of the features of your teaching space/platformExtend information beyond the workshop and be an exampleProvide detailed extra materials and informationMake your work an OER
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› Cooperation remains the answer:
▪ Broad front to tackle many types of barriers
▪ Expert input needed to address specific concerns
▪ Evaluation requires both practical and technical knowledge

What to focus on moving forward
› From the participants of the workshop:

▪ High motivation to use OER, but many barriers still
▪ More specific information → better outcome
▪ Quality control is key concern

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Image Support by Andrei Yushchenko from the Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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Thank you for your attention!

Questions?

oer-library@rug.nl

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Credits:Thinking icon from The Noun Project, licensed under CC BY 3.0.
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Terms of Use

Except where otherwise noted, content in this presentation
is licensed under a Creative Commons

Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike license (CC BY-NC-SA)

Martijn Blikmans, Frederiek van Rij, Mira Buist-Zhuk
University of Groningen

https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
https://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/4.0/
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